Using Mixed Methods to Better Appreciate the Life Impact of Upper Limb Reconstruction Surgeries for Tetraplegia in New Zealand – A Study Protocol
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Abstract

**Background:** Until the recent advent of innovative nerve transfer (NT) procedures, upper limb reconstructive surgeries for people with tetraplegia have traditionally involved tendon transfers being performed at a time when neurological recovery had plateaued and the person had returned to live, adapt and acquire new life skills prior to having surgery. This study aims to provide a greater understanding of the process of decision-making for upper limb reconstructive surgical procedures at an early stage prior to full knowledge of life with tetraplegia, as well as the life impacts of surgical arm/hand reconstruction procedures.

**Methods:** A mixed methods convergent design is utilized to allow for the concurrent exploration of narrative data from a case series; and qualitative content analysis of one and quantitative analysis of the two patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) collected in New Zealand Upper Limb Surgery Registry since 2010. Concurrently, the international classification of functioning, disability and health (ICF) taxonomy is used as the analytical lens to guide data interpretation.

**Discussion:** This study series challenges the conduit role of research and lived experience collaborations for embracing both rehabilitation and disability philosophies to generate and translate knowledge in the SCI field. The designed studies will inform identification of the most relevant therapeutic targets and their measurement, with increased integrity around the ‘person-centred assessment process’ and elaboration of PROMs that reflect that integrity, and are less clinician-directed in terms of content.
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Introduction

The level and extent (severity) of neurological impairment following spinal cord injury (SCI) determines the residual functional capacity and muscles under voluntary control, with complete tetraplegia having the greatest degree of severity [1], and therefore being the most disabling [2,3]. Yet there is little reference to ‘disablement’ in the field of arm/hand surgery research in the SCI [4]. Typically, comprehensive rehabilitation by an interdisciplinary specialist team focuses on physical retraining and exercise, learning new procedural skills along with compensatory strategies and use of adaptive equipment for independent living and self-management, as well as psychosocial support to assist adjustment and coping [5]. Research and innovation of new therapies, surgical approaches and advanced technologies have an important role to play in enablement, however, the various stakeholders involved in SCI research have valued functional outcomes differently with research often not being well aligned with the priorities of people with SCI [6,7]. It has even been said that ‘current rehabilitation research does our clients or patients a disservice as it assumes that all we need is evidence about which interventions are effective - without a comprehensive understanding of how an intervention works for an individual client with a particular set of problems in a unique psychosocial context’ [8] pg 22.

With advances in research and technology over the latter part of the 20th century, more options and innovative interventions aimed at restoring upper extremity function for people with tetraplegia have evolved throughout the world for improving hand function and quality of life [9]. The hierarchy for surgical restoration of function begins with maximizing ability as much
as possible based on the person’s voluntary function, and then augmenting that function by implementing technology or advanced reconstructive surgical interventions [1,10,11]. Until recently, surgical reconstructions were limited to the availability of innervated muscles for tendon transfer (TT) and/or functional electrical stimulation (FES), however, the use of innovative nerve transfer (NT) surgeries has become more widespread [12-14]. The time-limited nature of these new innovations, with need for surgery ideally within the first 6-9 months post-injury, raises new challenges for clinicians in terms of accurate early prognostication, as well as for the potential surgery candidates, who may not yet have come to terms with the permanence of their disability [12-20]. In view of this requirement, it is interesting to note that a review by Fox et al (2018) reports “both nerve and tendon transfer surgeries produce gains in function and are valuable techniques that may be used alone or in combination. Augmenting the armamentarium of available treatment options provides individuals with choices that can be tailored to their goals and preferences” [21] pg.285. Notably, the recent Melbourne prospective NT/TT study is encouraging in terms of pre-post change over time scores for all measures used [12].

As innovations like NT surgeries become readily available treatment options for SCI, there is a concomitant increase in the difficulties in developing and validating the most suitable outcome measures, with competing interests of different research groups favoring certain tools and a predominance of expert clinician-driven consensus in both design of measures [22] and the development of data sets [23,24]. While the various measures being used are considered to be the best available at the time, limitations may exist due to relatively little use of some in practice, and where the data available for comparison is restricted to results from psychometric evaluation only [1,22,25-27]. The clinical utility, feasibility and sensitivity to detect functional changes must be reported in studies from independent sites to allow future improvement and/or development of new outcome measures to progress. Regardless of the type of innovation, and there will certainly be more coming in the future for SCI, PROMs are now being used more widely in research, clinical practice and management to assess how SCI services and interventions have impacted over time on attributes, which only individuals with SCI can know, such as symptom severity, daily functioning, quality of life and other dimensions of health and wellbeing. Crucially, it is essential that the development phase for PROMs is well described and the fundamental differences between clinician-directed and patient-centered origins are declared. This is important in the field of SCI rehabilitation, since the ultimate goal of treatment is not simply for individuals to survive and be able to function, but to thrive and enable full active participation, promoting high quality of life with adjustment to disability.

The efforts and challenges regarding the measurement of outcomes for arm/hand reconstructions are well reported [9,22]. Differing levels of impairment and disability, as well as the heterogeneity of the population with tetraplegia, affect what types of measurements are possible [26]. The small and heterogeneous patient population makes it difficult to recruit sufficiently large numbers of participants for outcome studies. This is even more difficult if the outcome tools used are too variable. Another challenge is to find broad acceptance of both performance and capacity measures that are capable of detecting small changes in multiple domains. Thus, multi-center data sets can be compiled and used for the evaluation of a range of novel treatment approaches, including robotics and passive work stations, FES and NT procedures. In reality, however, collaboration among centers is complex, not least because of the extensive choice of measurement tools, which limits uniformity [4]. Within the field of SCI research there are a variety of organizations with comprehensive websites to better inform clinicians [28]. However, an issue of considerable concern for the field is that there are almost as many measures used for assessment of outcomes as there are studies reported, mirroring concerns previously raised more generally in SCI research [4], and one that is evident in the upper limb function reviews [25-27]. Figure 1 highlights the large range and variability of instruments being used by ICF domain across international centers. Additionally there is little published on the lived-experience of people with SCI following arm/hand surgery interventions that is considerate of the broader disability perspective. The justifications for which are wide-ranging, but in the first instance include the ethics of offering early elective surgery to people with tetraplegia before they can fully comprehend the life impacts of their disability, the validity of informed consent under such circumstances, the influence of clinician confidence on this process of decision-making and the longstanding voice of experience of life with tetraplegia.

Clinician-researchers in New Zealand have shown longstanding commitment in this field, contributing to advances in knowledge and practice. The contributions have included developing new surgical procedures, [15] examining the decision-making processes faced by this small and vulnerable group of individuals with tetraplegia [17,18,29] use of the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF)(WHO) [30] to interpret outcomes data [31] and the development of an international upper limb surgery registry for future data sharing and collaboration, given the world-wide challenges of small sample size for empirical research [32]. These efforts contributed to a therapist consensus meeting [22] which succeeded in reaching agreement to use certain standard classifications and systems and at least one outcome measure in common. Specifically, the group agreed on the collective use of the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (COPM) [33] in all upper limb surgery centers in an effort to capture and document patients’ self-identification of problems which are formulated as functional tasks of interest. Subsequent studies have reported on COPM-based ‘achievements’ following staged arm/hand reconstructions [34]. However, there has been nothing reported that relates COPM content to ICF categories that are linked for language identity against lived experience narrative data. This is of interest as it captures amongst other factors, goals that are derived from a broader dialogue. The overall objective of this multi-phased study is to determine convergence between clinician-directed PROMs and the voice from the lived-experience on the topic of complex elective arm/hand surgery interventions for individuals with tetraplegia. In particular, we emphasize the
requirement for a pragmatic focus on the issues of study design, data collection and analysis. We believe that the flexibility provided by the mixed methods design provides greater scope to achieve these ends.

**Methods**

**Overall Design**

In order to answer the research questions posed above, this project will implement a multistage mixed methods convergent design. Phase One is in two parts and involves two qualitative components and Phase Two involves a quantitative study. The final Phase Three is the data transformation phase (Figure 2).

Data stored in the New Zealand International Upper Limb Surgery Registry [4] provides baseline data for SCI level and severity characteristics (including the ICSHT and ISNCSCI referred to previously), as well as demographics and hand function using the gold standard Grasp and Release Test (GRT) [35]. All participants are over the age of 16 years at the time of clinical assessment and provide consent by an opt-out process for data inclusion in the registry. All data is collected routinely in the Burwood Spinal Unit Hand Clinic.

**Outcome Measures**

**Canadian Occupational Performance Measure:** The COPM, employs a client-centered approach with a focus on activities that are important to an individual in terms of personally meaningful goals and contextually relevant circumstances [33]. When completing the COPM, the patient identifies his/her problems in partnership with a therapist through a semi-structured interview, and then subjectively evaluates his or her performance and satisfaction regarding each problem. For example, in the setting of arm/hand surgery the individual identifies ‘limitations’ in areas of ‘occupational performance’ as for all COPM assessments in the domains of self-care, leisure and productivity to establish achievable desirable tasks/activities of interest. Once five limitations are identified, the patient is asked to rate the importance of being able to perform a specified activity
Figure 2 Overall design devised for this convergent mixed methods inquiry.
using a 1-10 scale, which helps to prioritize tasks/activities. The patient is then asked to rate their current performance and their satisfaction with each task/activity using the same scale. The process is repeated after each arm/hand reconstruction and subsequent follow up review.

Capabilities of the upper extremity instrument: The CUE-Q is a 32-item questionnaire assessing a total of 17 tasks, with inclusion of testing of two bi-manual maneuvers. This self-report questionnaire requires the individual to rate the difficulty they have completing a number of everyday activities relevant to people with tetraplegia (such as raising blankets above head, lifting buttocks to release pressure, or inserting a key into a lock) on a four-point scale (ranging from complete difficulty/ inability to no difficulty). The CUE-Q contains definitions of the activities in the questionnaire for clarification if required. Execution of this procedure can take place in the clinical setting or be sent to the individual for self-completion. It takes between 10-15 minutes to complete. In 2007, the CUE-Q was reported to evaluate improvements following reconstructive arm/hand surgery [36] and later considered appropriate for inclusion in the New Zealand Upper Limb Registry given its use of ICF positive terminology and assessment in the activity domain.

Personal Wellbeing Index: Although there are better known measures for perceived life satisfaction reported for use in SCI research, the construct of personal wellbeing was topical at the time of the 2007 therapist consensus meeting [37,38]. The Personal Wellbeing Index (PWI) was developed in Australia for use in national surveys and subsequently adapted for international use, being available in 24 languages. The PWI consists of seven items gauging satisfaction with specific life domains (living standard, health, achievement, relationships, safety, community, future security) and one optional item about overall life satisfaction. Responses are provided on a 0-10 numeric rating scale with the anchor points of being ‘completely dissatisfied’ to ‘completely satisfied’. All responses are self-reported. This self-administered questionnaire can be performed in either a clinical setting or as a postal follow-up, with time for completion taking less than 10 minutes.

Phase 1.1: Identification of life impacts of Arm/Hand surgery from the ‘Lived Experience’ perspective: The objective of the two-part qualitative phase is to hear the voice of individuals living with tetraplegia who are clinically assessed as suitable for and subsequently offered elective arm/hand reconstructive surgery. First, semi-structured interviews using a guide with questions and prompts will be conducted face-to-face or via telephone, audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim, along with any field notes. Transcripts will be returned to participants for verification. To ensure representation purposive recruitment will create three participant groups: (i) individuals offered early NT procedures as part of the arm/hand reconstruction surgeries; (ii) Tendon Transfer (TT) reconstruction recipients at greater than 10 years post SCI; and (iii) individuals who have Declined Surgery (DS). Thematic analysis of data will be performed identifying codes and themes using NVivo [39], and matrix development based on a five-stage process. Sample size will be determined by reaching data saturation.

Phase 1.2: Qualitative content analysis of COPM data from individuals who accepted offer of surgery: Next, a content analysis of each goal narrative will be performed and linked to the ICF comprehensive core sets taxonomy using specific linking rules [40]. This standardized linking procedure is widely used to qualitatively link content within and between outcome measures. Each participant completed the COPM prior to each surgical reconstruction and on each occasion was instructed by their therapist to identify and prioritize everyday issues that restrict or impact their performance in all areas of life, including (i) self-care, (ii) leisure and (iii) productivity.

Phase 2: Quantitative analysis of clinician-directed PROMs: Concurrently, the quantitative scores will be analyzed for strength of association with SCI impairment characteristics, surgery details including bilateral/unilateral procedures, time since SCI and age at SCI, first assessment and initial surgery. Additionally, score changes over time using linear mixed effects models will be exploited and mapped to the content analysis of the questions themselves.

Phase 3: Data transformation with interpretation for translation into clinical recommendations for SCI services: The overall objective of the final phase of this study series is to translate knowledge gained from the previous qualitative and quantitative phases. This is essential as there is little point measuring clinician-directed outcomes if/when the content of the PROMs questions have not been scrutinised from a ‘lived experience’ perspective. Theoretically, this integration process brings the QUANT numbers dataset and QUAL word datasets together for comparison in terms of content. This will be done by creating a data mapping system as previously reported in mixed methods designs of this nature [41], to ascertain the presence or absence of correlations between data sources where explicitly agreement, gaps and contradictions are identified.

Discussion

The findings of this study will contribute to a deeper appreciation of the life impacts of elective arm/hand surgery procedures for individuals with tetraplegia. This is necessary to better inform processes for referral, assessment and evaluation, to identify the potential range of measurement of outcomes and to facilitate international replication with more standardization, greater consistency and clinical process through improved knowledge of the active component(s) and potential barriers to implementation. We believe clinicians will welcome and benefit both from the outcomes of this work, as well as its conceptualization. There are teams of surgeons, physicians and therapists involved with early assessment, determining suitability for surgery, consideration of best practice recommendations in terms of upper limb reconstructions including timing, sequencing and logistics, not to mention goal setting [34]. These clinicians now carry even greater responsibility with the addition of early NT procedures to incorporate a person-centered approach to assessment and treatment planning with shared decision-making processes.

A mixed methods approach helps to answer whether an intervention works, why it works, and also its fidelity. Mixed
methods have good potential in SCI research, since the majority of interventions are complex, whether surgical or non-surgical, and the process of evaluation and identification of suitable outcomes is particularly challenging [3,27,42]. We have adopted a pragmatic approach [43] with the design being driven by the nature and context of our research questions. For example, our sampling decisions relate to both the quantitative and qualitative components. For the quantitative component, we will be utilizing existing agreed PROMs data. This is the first time the PROMs data has been reported since the recommendations in 2007 and the first time it has been analyzed to determine its congruence with the lived experience perspective. However, our choice of method has been driven not only by the research question/s, but also by the respondents targeted. For example, we were interested not only in the impact for newly injured individuals offered earlier NT surgeries within a time-limited therapeutic window, but also the perspectives of those who have declined surgical reconstructions over time and individuals who made the decision to accept the offer of surgery at a much later stage after onset of tetraplegia. The lived-experience perspectives of these community-based groups were also sought on the time limitations now imposed on decision-making to undergo NT procedures in newly injured individuals, given their obvious lack of experience of life with tetraplegia beyond the hospital doors. The challenge of data collection in this mixed methods design relates to the unique skills required for each method, and the need for flexibility within the mixed method framework. To this end, narrative data, identification of emerging themes and data fidelity will involve advice and input from the point of view of one of the current authors (RS), an academic with a health psychology background, who also has 44 years lived experience of tetraplegia, as well as being a recipient of hand surgery.

Ethical Approval and Consent to Participate

For the purpose of data collection an amendment to the existing 2014 New Zealand Health and Disability Ethics Committee (HDEC) data registry approval has been made to allow for the qualitative case series to be undertaken in New Zealand (14/NTB/46). This was approved in November 2016 for the purpose of this enquiry by Canterbury District Health Board Ethics Committee (RO 14063-A1). An extension to this time frame will be sought. Study information for participants has been provided to date, however, variations to the protocol are acceptable to the ethics committee based on peer review.
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Availability of Data and Material

This is not a clinical trial. The New Zealand-based International Upper Limb Surgery registry access was approved by the Canterbury District Health Board Ethics Committee. This registry is administered by the NZ Spinal Trust and is available for use with secure international web-based access. However, this is carefully controlled in New Zealand due to the small population and concerns regarding participant identification. De-identified data in SPSS format will be available from the corresponding author who has clinical-researcher access to all routinely collected measurement data entered as part of Hand Clinic assessments at Burwood Hospital, Christchurch, New Zealand.
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